Huntingdon & Peterborough Tennis Association
ANT{UAL GENERAL MEETING
THURSDAy 29tr rrrovEMBER 2o1g AT HUNTTNGDoN TENNTS cLUB

MINUTES
Kath Marshall, Chairperson of the Huntingdon & Peterborough Tennis Association, welcomed everyone and
before opening the meeting she requested a minute's silence in Steve Spilka's memory. She then gave her
report as follows :

"

My Chairman's report tonight can only be about Steve Spilka, our League Secretary who died in June and the actions
your Committee have undertaken in the past months. I was on the Committee when Steve agreed to become Secretary
sver 30 years ago, when he \ /as an active playing member of a local club. When I became Chairman in a year or so later,
he stayed on as Secretary so I have worked with him for many years. We totally agreed that it was the playing of tennis
competitively that was the whole point of our league, and that was the aim of all the decisions we made" Such rules, as
now written down, have been issues raised by clubs and decided upon at the AGM. Steve enjoyed finding ways to make
your league function as efficiently as he could, always being ready to adapt and make changes if possible, after explaining
to you what problems might arise from such changes. I was often the one who raised doubts but Steve determined to find
solutions, for he gained pleasure from exploring all possibilities in the computer world. However he had been experiencing
quite severe health problems in the past 5 or 6 years, and his wife Barbara was seriously ill for some time too. But still his
death was unexpected, as he became ill whilst on holiday, and had returned to Addenbrookes for treatment. But when he
died the Committee was totally determined to maintain Steve's standard of efficiency, but we knew we would have to
adapt. Fortunately Geoff volunteered to take on the full Secretary's role, dealing with all the paperwork and club
communications this involves. Luckily for us the newest Committee member, Jason Tuxworth, had experience with
computers and offered to go along with Geoff to look at Steve's computer files. Barbara Spilka was very helpful and
pleased to give them freedom to explore, and spend time at her home. I must thank all of the Committee who gave time
and effort looking at and finding out about websites that were available and used by other organisations. Brian Brown
kept all of the necessary bank authorities informed about possible changes. Geoff and Jason worked on Steve's records
and Jason volunteered to introduce a new website. This happened in a remarkably short time, for within two months the
new site was in use and clubs were receiving up to date information. Geoff and Jason will explain to you later in this
meeting what changes have been introduced and why we thought these were appropriate. With all this available
expertise and assistance we are able to hold our AGM in late November as usual. There are several issues we need to hear
your views and ideas on but l'm sure that Steve's attitude would as be ever ... Just get on with it I "

l.

Present
Kath Marshall - Chairperson ( Hemingfords )
Brian Brown - Treasurer ( St. Neots )
Dennis Vincent - Committee Member ( St. Neots
Brian Marshall - Hemingfords
Chris Young - Hemingfords
Sarah Easton - City of Peterborough
Kevin Tassell - Stamford
Antoine Zimmerman - Huntingdon
Jean-Pierre Lamy - Longthorpe
Jim Wheeler - Ketton
Jim Hunter - Wyton/Needingworth
Pat Carlaw - Ramsey
David Forth - David Lloyd, Peterborough
Wendy Cropp - Wisbech

2.

)

Geoff Smith - League Secretary ( City of Peterborough )
Jason Tuxworth - Assistant League Seoetary ( Ramsey )
Esmond Edwards - Committee Member ( Ramsey )
Vernon Reuter - Hemingfords
Amy Miller-Fox Castor & Ailsworth/City of Peterborough
Louise Fisher - City of Peterborough

-

Jeremy Pepper - Buckden
Simon Grainger - Chatteris
Alan Jones - Deeping
Howard Smith - Ketton
Tim Perry - Needingwofth
Neil Chedd - Stamford
JamalAlhtar - David Lloyd, Peterborough

elpleoies for absencg
Apologies were received
Jane Page ( Wisbech )

from Shona Kent ( Chatteris ), David McPartlin (Castor & Ailsworth ), and

3.

Minutes of the last Annual €enerat Meetinq - held on Thursday 3Oh Norember 2O17 were
accepted as a true record of the proceedings. Proposed: Dennis Vincent Seconded: Simon Grainger

4.

Matters Arisino - there were none.

1

5.

Secretary's Repoft
Before starting his report Geoff asked all of those attending to make sure they had signed-in.
A copy of the Secreta{s written report had been circulated to those attending the meeting and is
appended to these minutes, Geoff said that copies will in due course be featured on the website and made
available to all Club Secretaries by way of an emailed Pdf version of these minutes.

In presenting his report Geoff made the following additional comments. He proposed distributing all future
information and meeting paperwork by way of emails and on the website and so little or no'hard copies'
will be sent by post. It will therefore be essential for clubs to keep him fully updated on their main contacts
and email addresses, and it is the responsibility of the club secretaries to ensure that their team captains
and other key personnel are provided with the necessary information.
Kath asked if members were happy with this and there was general approval. Two points were made from
the floor, namely (1) there could be initialdifficulties experienced by clubs in the early stages, and (b) in
particular the migration of information between club officers. Members were duly reminded that it is the
individual club secretaries responsibility to ensure that their relevant club officers etc were kept fully
informed once the formal paperwork had been issued to them. Appropriate advice to help with this will be
given on all of the official league communications.
Geoff said that he had some other administration issues to raise with members and this would be done
later under the any other business item.

6.

Assistant Secretarvt Report
Jason was then invited to give his report. He followed up on Geoff's commenB concerning the changes in

ways that communications will be made with the clubs and specifically refered to how contact details will
be dealt with in the future. He said the changes had to be made anyway as the new GDPR arrangements
doesn't allow us to make this information so readily available as before. There is a big need for us to
tighten-up on this and this is what we are doing. Contact information, albeit not so detailed as before, will
be emailed out to club secretaries in Pdf form once all of the returns had been received from the clubs by
Geoff.
He continued by referring to the website and the work done to date. He has tried to keep it as near to
Steve's format as possible but its an old system and there were hosting problems. He couldn't access pafts
of it and there was the urgent need to get things up and running as quickly as possible. He has tried to
make it easier to see the results and tables, policies had been added together with a'contact us' facility but
the contact list details have been removed, He is not a website expert but is doing what he can and would
welcome any help and support from anyone who does have these skills,

With regard to the fixtures to be arranged for the 2019 season he and Geoff will be looking at this early in
the New Year. He will give the computer programming of it a go but can't guarantee to be as good as Steve,
as he used to spend two solid week'personalising'the fixtures to suit individual clubs wherever he could.
Jason has attempted to find some suitable software but hasn't found anything yet and the LTA isn't an option
as we are not affiliated to them - and in any event they may not have anything suitable anyway. So the clubs
will have to bear with us on this and be considerate when any re-arrangements are not accommodated. A
member asked if the fixtures can be provided in Excel as well as Pdf versions and Jason said that this should
be possible.
Kath and those present thanked both Geoff and Jason for their efforts and comprehensive repofts.

7.

Treasurert Report
Brian presented the t examined accounts' and copies were circulated and reviewed - a copy is appended to
these minutes. He refened to some items of expenditure appearing larger than usual but this was due to
two annual payments falling within the same accounting year and thanked Esmond for once again
undertaking this examination of our accounts .

At the last Committee meeting a recommendation was made by Brian that there is no requirement to
increase the league entry fees in 2018 or change existing subsistence rates. This was accepted.
A member asked if fees could be paid direct by way of a credit transfer into the league's account.
Brian said he was sure this could be accommodated and Geoff said that a note covering this could be
included in the new season's paperwork.

Kath thanked Brian for his work and his financial
accepted :
Proposed
Jim

:

repo(

Wheeler

and asked for a proposal that these accounts be

:

Seconded

Dennis Vincent

These were duly approved by those present as being a true and fair view of our current financial situation.

8.

Don BraceCup
Kath reported that a very successful competition had been held once again with thifteen clubs paticipating.

There had been a particularly exciting match in the semi-finals when St Neots were playing Stamford and at
4-3 to the home club their lights failed. Stamford were however happy for St Neots to progress to the final
where they lost a very sporting and keenly fought match with Huntingdon who finally ran out winners by
s-3.
This event was staged at Peterborough once again and Kath thanked them for providing the venue.
It was however noted that the post-event refreshments had not been provided due to an administrative
slip-up by the parent club. Apparently this had arisen as a result of a number of functions happening at the
sme time leading to the caterers being confused. Geoff apologised on behalf of PTSC for this acutely
embarrassing situation - a letter of apology had since hen received to this effect. He said that this wouldn't
happen again should the event be held there next year.
Some photographs taken by Geoff, together with a report he had done, had been circulated to the club
secretaries and featured on our website showing the match players and match statistics - a copy had been
circulated with the meeting papers and is appended to these minutes.
A members referred to some clubs having to play away in most if not all of the rounds. Kath said that all
matches were independently drawn and it was just'the luck of the draw' but she would have a look at this in
the future and see if this situation can be avoided.
Kath was thanked by those present for all her hard work in making this event such a big success.

9.

Presentation of Divisional Awards and TrcohieE
Kath presented ceftificates and shields to this season's divisional winners on the following basis
DlvtstoN

MIXED WINNERS
STAMFORD

1

z

"A"

BUCKDEN

"A"

KETTON

3

4

CIW OF PETERBOROUGH'B"

5

CITY OF PETERBORO

DtvlstoN

U

GH" C"

MENS WINNERS

"A"

1

STAMFORD

2

DAVID LIOYD

3

CHATTERIS

4

CITY OF PETERBOROUGH

"8"

"A"

"8"

STAMFORD "C"

5

DlvlsroN

LADIES WINNERS

L

STAMFORD

2

KETTON

3

"A"
"A"

CIW OF PETERBOROUGH "8"

4

ST NEOTS

"C"

Trophies were then presented to the following clubs and photographs taken of all recipients

Don Brace Cup

10.

:

- Huntingdon

Top Club Award - Stamford

:

Chanqes to Leaoue RuleslFes 2O18 Seaon

It was noted that no changes in the rules or entry fees had been recommended by the Committee.

/
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continued overleaf

Members initially said that they were happy to leave things as they are but that where a club had two
teams playing in the same division then they must fulfill that fixture as their first match of the season
unless prevented by adverse weather conditions - as provided for in the rules.
Kath invited further comment on rule changes and an interesting debate ensued covering those teams
that were defautting on matches. The following proposal was made by Simon Grainger and seconded by
Wendy Cropp : " That any team failing to play their matches for reasons other than due to bad
weather, as provided for in the rules, shall be deducted two points upon conceding ". It was
noted that a similar ruling had been implemented before and then dropped, and a member was concerned
on a possible adverse effect on smaller clubs. However it was agreed to continue with a vote on the
original proposal. An amendment to this was then proposed by Brian Brown and seconded by Alan Jones
substituting one point for the two but this was lost on a show of hands ( one vote per club basis ). The
original proposal was then voted on and was carried by a simple majority of those attending.

Attention was then drawn to a fufther matter that of problems being experienced of filling mixed teams
with younger players given the time of the year this competition is staged, and the suggestion made of
reversing this competition with that of the mens and ladies. The Officers pointed out that this had been
raised on numerous previous occasions and deemed not to be sustainable due, amongst other things, to
a need to avoid conflicting with Cambridgeshire League competitions of a similar nature. Agreed that no
changes should be made to the present arrangements.
Kath thanked everyone for their contributions.

11.

Election of Officers

It was noted that all of the following members had agreed to be nominated for office but that new members
are desperately needed - this was stated on the nomination form issued to club secretaries. Kath informed
members that if re-elected this would be her last year in office as she would definitely be retiring at the end
of next season and wanted to give sufficient advance notice so that a new chairperson could be found. She
was re-elected unanimously. She then referred to the work done by Geoff which was a much bigger workload
than is usual - he was thanked for all his effofts. He said that he was happy to continue while he can in order to
help keep things running but is at an age where a new and younger incumbent needs to be found sooner rather
than later. As there were no nominations received from the clubs for any of the posts it was proposed that all
of the remaining nominations be elected en-bloc. This was agreed as proposed by Jim Hunter and seconded by
David Forth and was carried unanimously as follows (x italtB belaw denot* Committee nominatbns) :
Chairperson

Kath Marshall

League Secretary

Geoff Smith

Treasurer

Brian Brown

Proposer: Jason Tuxworth
Seconder: Dennis Vincent

Proposer:

kconder:

Proposer:
Seconder:

Asst League

Secretary

General Members

Jason Tuxworth

Dennis Vincent

Esmond Edwards

Dennis Vincent
Kath Marchall
Esmond Edwards

Jason Tuxworth

Proposer: Geoff Smrth
Seconder: Dennis Vincent
Proposer: Kath Marshall
Semnder: GuffSmith
Proposer:
Seconder:

Jason Tuxwotth
Brian Brown

No other nominations had been received so vacant posts available to be filled.

t.2,

Anv other Business

t2.1

REDUNDAHT SIIIELDS AND PLATES - Geoff referred to the matter of the future retention of the old and
now redundant trophies that go back many years and which he had collected from Steve's home.
He said that he was not in a position to store them indefinitely and had prepared a schedule of past
winners to help with the decision to be made. He outlined what he saw as being four options, namely
(i) obtain a storage unit somewhere ; (ii) offer to allocate to individual clubs who had either won it the
most or was the last holders ; (iii) refer the matter back to the Committee to make a final dmision ;
(iv) dispose of to a charity or another group, or just destroy. A member asked if any of them had any
value and it was noted that the two trays had some value but as they were not solid silver it was not a
high amount. AGREED - option (iii) to refer back to the Committee to make final decision.

12.2 AGM ATTENDAIIICE - the point was made that all clubs should send a representative to the AGM. Geoff
confirmed that according to his records that 13 out of 19 clubs were represented last year.

L2.3

DON BRACE CUP and TOP CLUB TROPHY WINilERS

- Brian proposed that next year these clubs should

also get a small shield to keep and this was agreed.

12.4

EARf,Y SEASON MATCHES - it was obserued that it can be difficult to complete matches in suitable light
where matches are played at clubs without floodlights.

12.5 MATCH KNOCI(-UPS - apparently the rules on this whereby players from each club should knock-up
together rather than in their teams was still not generalll being adhered to. Clubs to be asked in the
pre-season paperwork to observe requirement.

13.

Close of Meetino
There being no further business to discuss the Chairperson thanked everyone for coming and declared the
meeting closed at

9:35

pm.

APPENDICES
Agenda ltem 5
LEAGUE SECRETARY'S REPORT TO THE 2018 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

I feel that there

is only one appropriate way for me to open this my first annual report
since the sad and unexpected loss of our long-time and much respected Secretary
Steve Spilka when he prematurely passed away on the 30ffi June of this year ....

A FOND FAREWELL TO A GOOD FRIEND
To say it was an honour and a privilege to have known and worked with Steve is
a gross understatement. I knew him for over 30 years in serving on the
Huntingdon & Peterborough Tennis Association Committee and we shared many hours
of meetings, telephone conversations, emails and text messages. The last time that
we communicated was whilst he was on Holiday in Crete where he was taken ill
and sadly from which he never recovered.

The photograph featured here was one of a number that I took of him over the
years and one which I feel we can best remember him by.
Steve was highly respected by all of those who had the pleasure of knowing him - and rightly so. His was the voice

of

reason and friendly authority at times of any difficulty between clubs, and his supreme efficiency in the administration
of the League was beyond comparison and will be an impossible act to follow.

I've had nothing but the highest respect and fondness for Steve especially given what he achieved despite his
illnesses and disabilities, and will miss him beyond any further words that I can say.
MAHYTHANKS STEVE
As the Assistant League Secretary at the time of Steve's passing it was incumbent on me to try and keep things
running in the manner in which he would have wanted. This I have tried to do but it has been tremendously difficult
to step into someone's shoes who had done this so expertly and for so long, Kath's strong and sympathetic support at
this time was and is very much appreciated.

The website, and in particular the scorecard and results paft of it was the prime and urgent need to get operational
again but this was an area beyond my level of IT expertise. However what a blessing it has been to have had Jason
Tuxwotth - a relatively new member - on our Committee as he has that knowledge and ability and has done a superb
iob to date. I feel that we have worked very well together on this ... my grateful thank to Jason.

Initially the league administration part of Steve's job was a real problem as all of his work was held on his home
computers, Apaft from some records and templates that I had as a result of my deputising for him when he was
hospitalised a few years ago I had nothing else to work with. However Jason and I were able to fully access his
computers thanks to the kindness of Barbara Spilka who, at a very difficult time for her, made us most welcome
and enabled us to view and download his files. I was also given a number of A4 files and folders, these being Steve's
current ones and those covering the many years before them. Many thanks to Barbara for this vital help.

/

continued overleaf

LEAGUE SECRETARY,S REPORT ,.. CONtinuEd

I have since worked through Steve's notes and managed to complete the minutes of the last AGM and also the
subsequent pre-season Committee Meeting held in April as best I can. Subsequently there have been two further
meetings to facilitate namely an Emergency Committee Meeting on 9th August and the usual post-season Commiffee
Meeting held on 25fr October.
We do now have a decision to make about the redundant competition shields as I have them all at the moment but
don't have room to store them. I will comment on this in more detail later in the proceedings.
Certain issues arose during the season, with a significant one arising at the very difficult time of when we had no
contact with Steve who was very ill by then. Huntingdon Tennis Club withdrew their ladies "A" team from Division 1
and I took what I saw to be a common-sense approach given the bad timing of this withdrawal basically that their "8"
team continues where it is using only members who had been identified to be a paft of that team - I received
assurances from the club that this would be the case. I also pointed out at that time what the rules provided for and
that this was a major concession and subject to review at the next available Committee Meeting in October. The
matter was subsequently discussed at that meeting and it was accepted that it was clearly a one-off situation arising
under exceptionally difficult circumstances in which a quick decision had to be made. It was stressed that procedures
under the league rules will normally continue to be applied and that all clubs be strongly reminded of their obligations
regarding team withdrawals.

Other issues that arose from club representations, and duly considered by the Committee, were those of : (a)
Website Access and Content - it is proposed that in order to fully comply with GDPR legislation, and some members
wishes, that contact information be much more limited with Pdf copies provided only to Club Secretaries, and the
website access code to be strengthened ; (b) an un-played mens match due to the non-arrival of the away team - the
latter accepted they were at fault and points awarded accordingly ; (c) Non provision of after-match refreshments home clubs to be reminded of their obligations under the league rules ; (d) The strengthening of teams to play
specific matches with ptayers who hadn't featured as regular members of that club - clubs to be reminded that our
league is that covering our area and the competition is for those who are regular members of that club, and that this
spirit and intention should be obserued and clubs integrity to this effect is expected,
Overall this year's competitions seem to have gone well with most teams fulfilling their firtures apaft from the first
divisions where once again there were problems with teams not completing their fixtures. This is something that
featured regularly in Steve's repofts and really does need to be sorted out as there isn't really any excuse for not
getting matches played when teams in the lower divisions are meeting their obligations. It gave me a lot of work in
chasing people up and delayed lason in completing the results and finalising the tables. The recording of the Mixed
results were a problem due to scorecard information access problems arising from Steve's situation but we got
there in the end. Congratulations once again to Stamford who dominated the various competitions and have duly won
the Top Club Trophy. Huntingdon Tennis Club deprived them of a clean sweep by winning the Don Brace Cup in a
very high quality and good-spirited match - well done to them. Thanks once again to Kath for all her hard work and
she will more fully report on this event - a report was also featured on our website complete with photographs.
Once again my very sincere and grateful thank to Kath, Brian and all of the Committee Members for their help and
support over a very difficult year, and I think Steve would have been delighted that we have managed to keep things
running in the way that he would have wanted. My thanks also to those club representatives who sent me emails of
support and offers of help during the season.
Future challenges - early in the new year clubs will be invited to submit their team entries. It will be essential that
they keep to the deadlines set as a new system for determining fixtures will need to be evolved. In Steve's last
meeting notes he made what turned out to be some very prophetic comments about having to adopt new systems
due to the one he had been using for a number of years being out-dated and unsupported and not easily replaced in
its present format. Given our re-election Jason and I will be looking at how this may best be done but there may be
difficulty in achieving the same standards as before, and in particular the degree of flexibility that Steve had
maintained over the years. There is also a very strong need to get new, younger people on the Committee as this will
be the future of our League - this need has been endorsed on the Nomination Form that was sent out.
Finally may I wish you and your families a very Happy Christmas and all the very best for 2019, with a lot of
enjoyable tennis ......

Q*ll,
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HUNTINGDON & PETERBOROUGH TENNTS COMM|TTEE

ItucoMe

a

expeN

zors

24fi

2018

ff

f
INCOME
League and Cup Fees

L,420

3-,444

EXPENDITURE

Don Brace Expenses - Courts, Refreshments
& Balls
Trophies & Engraving - 2 years
League Secretary - Expenses
Honorarium
Travelling
A.G.M Expenses
Accounts Examiner - 2 years

160

-

40;

50

r.60

242
400
702

400
239
45
50
57

Printing Postages & Telephone

59
70
1,377

7,143

43

337

SURPLUS/DEFtCtT
AC,CUMUIATED TUilD
YEAf, ENqFq 31sT OCTOBER 2018

Balance as at 1.11.2A17
Add Surplus for the year

2018

2AL7

f

f

4,223
*"3

3,888
337

4.2@

4.223

4,243
23

4,721

4,2616-

4.2?3

Represented by:-

at Bank
Cash in Hand
Cash

I CERTIFY

that the afiached lncome and Expenditure Account has been prepared
from the books, records, infoimation and explanations supplied, and it
is in agreement therewith.

24.n.2A78

L!1/k

L

E.J.Edwards - Examiner

7A2

Agenda Item 9

TOP CLUB TROPHY. BONNETT

CUP

2018 SEASON

For clubs who have teams "* in all three leagues - Mixed, Mens & Ladies
Mixed
Buckden
Chatteris
City of Peterborough
Deeping
Hemingfords
Huntingdon
Ketton
Longthorpe
Needingworth
Ramsey
St. Neots
Stamford
David Lloyd
Wisbech

Mens

TOTAL

Ladies

13

I

I

31

3
o

14
5

11

28

1

7
2

21

6
2

7

4

13
19
29

2
4

I

I

11

10
6

5
7

7

12

7
12

4

4

I

13

12

11

1

7

o

36
14

10

27

0*
14
8
6
3

I

8

Position

3

21

25
14

25

:

NOTE
Huntingdon T C pulled their Ladies "A" team out of the Division at a late stage so no points can be
awarded
WINNERS

;

STAMFORD 36 Pts RUNNERs-up : 2nd

BUcKDEN 31

pts 3d

KETToN z9

pts

+'o

cHATTERts 28 pts

This competition is only open to clubs with teams in each of the Mixed, Mens and Ladies leagues.
The points scored in each league by the club's top team ( i.e. their "A" team ** ) are added together to arrive at a
total points score. The club with the most points wins the competition.

2!18
tadies'!:arues

Mixed Leagues

!ffiln &€

FINAL PI.ACINGS
2018 SEASON

Mer's Leegues

1 Stamford"A"
i st.Neots'a
3 CiwofF'boro "A"
.SGdord'a'
5 Ramrey'A'
6 sr-N@ts!o'
7 Deepins

4

Stamlord 'C"

5 oaid

Uoyd "B"

8 Keton'a'

2

LoryUo.pe "e"

4

HuntiEdon 'S"

6 Dardll4d

c"

I

SpddiryTown

1
2

St. Neoh "C"

5

9

Chaterts

Oundle

Stamford "D"

PwP
6 5
6 4
6 3
4 3
6 1
6 7
6 1

1
1
1
7
1
7
0

L
0
1
2
7
4
4
S

I
39
30
31
24
16
\2
16

A
9
i8
17
Z4
32
36
3:

*/-e
30 11
12 9
14 7
A 7
-16 3
,14 3
-16 2

PWDLFA+I.ft
7700!6103614
7412311569
7!033818?08
132?29772A
i223292726
72142333105
70411838-204
?0251046362

8

oeeping

1

DavidLloyd"B'

6

5i.

Hsts "B'

PWO(FA+l.h
752A42742811
7 s 1 1 43 13
7 4 7 2 30 z5
7 3 1 3 31 25
7 3 1 1 23 33
? 2 1 4 21 35
1 1 O 5 \7 39
1 0 7 6 71 )9

PWOLFA+/-ft
761039!72213
7601437134i2
1472292129
73117828
7133263045
72057A36164
71241A38-204
702s1937-r82

30 11
4 9
6 7
-74 7
-14 5
-27 4
-22 t

A

P w D L t a +,/-ft5
4607q24!672
3 5 1 2 41 22 1911
85123a261211
8 5 0 3 37 27 1010
a40433il28
830S293565
830s2341-186
8?062310-\14
82062341-184

3

Castar&Ailswodh

5

David Uoyd "C"

7 Needinpo{E"D'

5

B

Chaterts "C'

PWDLIA+/-B
66004714612
64113414109
6211281147
6312252327
6!21144-204
l7!4ie10.!11
6006444{00

aWDtrAa/-Pt.
6510331sG11
55Q136722410
61123117147
6372zts2A87
t1231A3A-724
61051236-242
6 0 1 5 10 33-28

IWDIFA+I",8
7 6 1 0 43
7 6 A | 4
7 3 3 7 32
7 4 0 3 33
7 7 2 1 24
1 2 1 4 24
1 7 A 6 \1
7 0 1 6 13

6
7
I

PWO L f A +/-Pts
7 6 1 0 43 13 3013
73223A164A
t312292124
1132282AA7
1232282801
7274292125
71332036-165
70341739-223

7

DMid Thre.
TeamPwDrFA+/-Hs
lchareris"A'
7 1 0 o 19 7 42 \4
7 5 0 2 33 23 1010
3 Buck&n'8"
7 3 1 3 33 23 10 7
4 Hunti4doo"8"
7 3 1 3 31 2s 6 7
5 rongtsorpe "c"
7 3 0 4 27 29 .2 6
6 Needif,gwsdh "8"
7 3 o 4 24 32 '8 6
7 Hemiogfor&'6' 7 3 A 4 73 13 .LO 6
8 Needingwodh"C" 7 A A 7 4 52 "4A g

PWDIFA*/-fti
76104162413
74123520159
;412338109
7412312569
13042629-36
121+2729-25
1175754!"261
]n757$10-242

I Sirmford "A"
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